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Q3) Solve any Two.

a) Explain PA,I-JD coder and decoder.

b) Explain nijitat signals andparamerers.

c) ,.o*1_3,,.?*tal TV and Explain merits of DTV.
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Day and Date : Tlresday, 25 -04 -20L7 Total Marks : 100
Time: 02.00 p.m. to 05.00 p.m.
Instructions: 1) All questians are compulsory.

2) Assume suitable data if necessary,

3) Figures to the right indicate fult marks.

QI) Solve any Two.

SECTION - I

a) Explain VSB transmission and channel bandwidth.

b) Explain;omgositl video signal in detail with necessary diagroffi.
c) Explain Interlaced scanning with suitable diagram 

::

a) -Compare NTSC and PAL TV systems.

b) Explain how frequency interleaving is useful for reverse compatibility of
color information transmission. Draw suitable sketches.

c) Define the following terms:

1) Luminance

ii) Hue

iii) Saturation

iv) Automaticdegaussing.
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SECTION . II
Q4) Attempt any Two of the following.

.,... ='a) What are ihe advantages of HDTV? Explain
levels. 

-

b) State different HDTV systems
standards.

c) What is stereoscopic effect? Explain basic arrangement of 3D-TV system.

Q5) Attempt any Two of the following. t16l
a) Explain how the use of R, G & B filters in LCDs enable producing

colourimages. Describe performance characteristics of LCD screen made
for use as screens ofTV receivers.

b) How is a plasma screen colour television different from conventional
cRT TV receiver? Explain how an RF input to the receiver produces
pictures on the screen?
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different HDTV Quality

& explain compatitrility of HDTV

c) Draw and a$*taln block diagram of digital satellite receiver used qAe"DTH
TV system.

Q6) Write notes on any Three of the following.

a) ''' Videophone

b) Video conferencing

c) LED TV

d) IR Remote control
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